ČESKÝ RYBÁŘSKÝ SVAZ, z. s. (CZECH ANGLING ASSOCIATION)
NORTH BOHEMIAN REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
Střekovské nábřeží 975/51, 400 03 Ústí nad Labem

INFORMATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS – ROD LICENCES FOR NON-MEMBERS (FOREIGNERS)

●CHANGES TO ANGLING REGULATIONS FOR FISHERIES●
(in conflict with the angling rules brochure)

Non-trout fisheries



The person fishing must have a landing net with him/her.
The minimum size limit of European grayling is 30 cm.



441 042 Ohře 7
Increased minimum size limit of Common trout: 40 cm, European grayling: 40 cm.
Anglers may only keep 1 Common trout and 1 European grayling a day.



441 086 Ploučnice 1 B
Catching Common carp is restricted to three pieces per calendar week, with the exception of
July and August. The day’s fishing ends when the angler keeps one carp, with the exception
of sub-fishery No. 3.




Rod buoys are permitted.
Belly boats are considered a vessel, use of which for fishing is only permitted where fishing
from vessels is permitted in the description of the fishery.
Bringing in bait by vessel is banned on all fisheries, with the exception of fisheries or their
parts where fishing from vessels is permitted.
In fisheries where fishing from vessels is permitted, deep spinning is permitted, but only from
vessels powered by hand (oars), this does not apply to fisheries where deep spinning is
banned.
Live boxes for keeping fish in the fishery are banned after fishing has ended. Bait fish can be
kept in a special-purpose container (fish bucket) the exterior dimensions of which do not
exceed 50 cm in any direction.
When artificial fly fishing in non-trout fisheries from 1 January to 15 June inclusive, fishing is
only permitted using classic fly fishing equipment consisting of a fly rod, fly reel, fly line and
cast, whereas bait may be a maximum size of 4 cm.
Supplements to descriptions of listed fisheries are an integral part of the detailed conditions
for executing angling rights.










Trout fisheries



The person fishing must have a landing net with him/her.
The minimum size limit for European grayling is 30 cm.



443 040 Ohře 8 A and 443 059 Ohře 8 B
Increased minimum size limit, Common trout: 40 cm, European grayling: 40 cm.
Anglers may only keep one Common trout and one European grayling a day.
Artificial fly fishing is only permitted throughout the Ohře 8A fishery using classic fly fishing
equipment consisting of a fly rod, fly reel, fly line and cast, whereas the bait may only have
hooks without barbs or modified hooks with pinched barbs. When spin fishing the bait may
only be fitted with single hooks to triple hooks without barbs or modified hooks with pinched
barbs, with the exception of bait over 10 cm, which may have hooks with barbs.



443 016 Jeřický potok 1
A minimum size limit of 30 cm applies to Common trout in this fishery.



443 019 Jizera 9
The minimum size limit for Common trout in this fishery is 30 cm.
Anglers may keep 1 (one) Common trout a day in this fishery.
Angling by wading in the river is forbidden from 16 April until 15 June



Spin fishing or artificial fly fishing is permitted for 3 days during the calendar week in trout
fisheries, on other days bottom fishing and float fishing is only permitted with vegetable bait
(salmonids and grayling must not be left when bottom fishing or float fishing). Before starting
spin fishing or artificial fly fishing, the person fishing must circle the date. Persons bottom
fishing or float fishing underline the date twice horizontally. The method of fishing cannot be
changed after at least one fish has been caught and kept.
Keeping live salmonids in the kept catch is forbidden!
Fishing using a bubble float is forbidden!
Belly boats are considered a vessel, use of which for fishing is only permitted where fishing
from vessels is permitted in the description of the fishery.
Bringing in bait by vessel is banned on all fisheries, with the exception of fisheries or their
parts where fishing from vessels is permitted.
Bottom fishing or float fishing is only permitted from 1 September to 30 November using
vegetable bait (salmonids and graylings must not be left when bottom fishing or float fishing),
artificial fly fishing is also permitted using classic fly equipment consisting of a fly rod, fly
reel, fly line and cast. There may be a maximum of 3 casts with an artificial fly and single
hook on each tackle.
Any use of all supporting elements is banned, except for the bait body, when fly fishing,
artificial fly fishing and spin fishing (bubble floats, Bavarian wood, sbirulino, etc.) is banned.
Use of a weight located outside the body of the bait is banned. When spin fishing the weight
may also be located outside the bait.
When artificial fly fishing, use of twister type flies with rubber, silicone and similar loosely
floating elements outside the body of the fly and over 1 cm in length, is banned (loosely
floating natural material, such as fur, feathers and leather – zonker, and also synthetic hair and
tinsel over 1 cm in length is permitted).











I already have a rod licence



YES

□

NO

I request sale of a non-member licence (North Bohemian fisheries):

for non-trout water

□

for trout water



I request a licence valid for:

1 day

□



I request the angling rules in:

German



□

2 days

□

□

1 week

□

English

□
1 month

□

□

1 year

□

Russian

□

Comment: Printed descriptions of fisheries are only available in Czech, but foreign
language mutations, with fisheries marked on the map, can be found on the website at
http://www.rybsvaz.cz (menu item: Rybářské revíry → Severočeský ÚS → choice of
languages)

Support for arranging a rod licence

□ I request a map or at least a description of the site of issue / sale of the rod licence
(address, floor, door number, clerk’s name – please insert below depending on the specific
town):
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...

□ Please contact the clerk and notify him of my visit on: ……...…………..
□ I will arrive to collect my licence on ………..…………., at …………………...

